the mesosphere/upper stratosphere. Some few exceptions basically involve radar 23 techniques (mainly EISCAT) in the upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere and 24 the foil cloud technique introduced by Hans Widdel ('Vertical movements in the 25 middle atmosphere derived from foil cloud experiments', J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 26 49, 723-742, 1987) . Both techniques suffer from significant uncertainties. The
27
other examples cited by the reviewer are from models and may be not be correct 28 or not be applicable in our situation. On a long term average (more than some 29 hours) vertical winds are presumably very small (mm/s to cm/s) and are mainly 30 determined by the residual circulation. As the reviewer pointed out correctly, we 31 can safely ignore these small vertical winds. On shorter terms, vertical winds are 32 expected to be significantly larger, for example as generated by gravity waves.
33
Therefore, some of the gravity wave features detected in our observations may 34 indeed be due to vertical winds. As mentioned in the paper, we will perform 35 a more detailed analysis of the gravity wave signatures in a later paper. For 36 starutes and radiosondes, we will have to consider gravity wave modulations of 37 background densities also, since they modify vertical movements (we will apply 38 1 the polarization relations for gravity waves for this purpose). In summary, the 39 suggestion by this reviewer is well taken and will be considered in a future paper. 40 We have added a note on this topic in the revised version of our paper. 41 3. It is indeed a good idea to characterize the apparent gravity wave features in more 42 detail using hodograph methods. Again, we refer to the main aim of our paper, 43 namely a comparison of instrumental techniques, whereas a detailed analysis of 44 the entire wave field will be performed in a later paper. We hope for the under-45 standing of the reviewer. We have added a short note regarding the hodograph 46 technique. 47 4. The reviewer is correct: scattering due to air molecules only (without aerosols) 48 was derived from Raman scattering on N 2 at 608 nm. We have added a note in 49 the manuscript. (1) The reviewer is correct that the launches from 4/5 March and 10 March are not 52 used in this paper. Still, we would like to keep them in Table 1 because i) it 53 demonstrates the overall success rate of the starute flights, and b) the Table may 54 be used for future reference.
55
(2) We have corrected the typos.
56
(3) a.: In the revised version we have added a drawing of a starute where the 'burble 57 fence' can easily be identified. The purpose of this device is explained in the main 58 text. 59 b.: We have changed the wording.
60
(4) We have inserted commas, as suggested.
